
 
 
 

VALUE PROPOSITION TAMANA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
 
The Offer: 
Eteck and the Government are interested in populating the Tamana Industrial Estate. The estate has: 
a large in-use corporate building; completed UTT campus facilities; and acres of fully-wired industrial 
land awaiting buildings. Through many streams of lobbying government has warmed to the idea of 
offering the Creative Industries space in the complex. ACTT is proposing that the Sector take half a 
floor in the main Eteck Building and create an international Best Practice Creative Industries Hub.  
 
Please note: The entire Estate is run on Gas- there can be no naked flames of any kind on the site. This 
means certain kinds of artisan activity cannot be housed on the site. The site is also not on any major 
transport thoroughfare and is tucked into the Tamana Forest. The main building is very modern and 
spacious. Surrounding it is a massive forested campus with an airstrip and a university campus.  
 
Characteristics: 
The site has particular limitations and characteristics which makes it better suited to some types of 
activities over others 

1. It is a remote location 
2. It is best suited to Project-oriented work 
3. It is best suited to ‘work-goes-out’ rather than ‘client-comes-in’ type of work 
4. It is Retreat based, not 9-5 oriented. It is ‘stint-based’ 
5. It is best suited to work that is funded and/or has a 3-year maturation/project life-span. 

This may enable us to have a buy-out/exit clause regarding the rent/lease when the project 
recoups its investment. In other words not month-to-month rental payments but lump sums 

6. It needs creative partners who are willing to collaborate  
7. Every single creative tenant must have downstream and upstream project and work 

linkages with the other 
8. It is best suited to stakeholders who already have successful businesses or projects already 

capitalised or who have a high level of skill. This is space for the best of our best. 
9. It is best suited to projects that are national in scale and scope and that are foreign 

exchange earners in nature 
 
Suggestion: 

1. Possibly Eteck can consider providing dorm facilities with a gym etc for more Retreat-
minded occupancy 

2. The Creative Sector project should also factor in having both a maxi and a van at its disposal 
and built into the business model 

 
Rent and Occupancy: 

1. Most T&T Creative Sector stakeholders cannot afford premium corporate rent and cannot 
compete against multi-corporations for prime real estate- even collectively 

2. In most international Creative Hubs the space for artists is free, nominal, or subsidized. We 
are suggesting this as a best-case scenario 

3. However if rent is set at a normal reduced rate there are ways that we can arrange payment 
4. We are suggesting that the projects that constitute the core of the Hub should be 

international market Creative Industry projects which government invests in.  Either the 
rent is built into the investment or better- the rent will be recouped after the project goes to 
market after a 3 year cycle. The space then comes like a Venture Capital investment 



The Proposition: 
These are the partners and projects that should constitute the Tamana Creative Lab.  

1. Feature length animation project (requires government to fund creation of national 
animation feature which can work in conjunction with the Global Services training funding 
model whereby the upgrading of industry skills is built into the model) 

 Cell animation lab (minimum 4 work stations) 
 Clay model sculpture lab 
 Digital animation lab (minimum 8 work stations) 
 Motion capture/Green screen studio 
 Stop motion lab 
 Robotics lab 

2. TV series studio (requires government/FilmTT or other partners to fund an 18-part TV 
series as the national go-to project for the international market) 

 Artisan costume creation 
3. Feature film (requires government/FilmTT or other partners to fund a feature film as the 

national go-to project for the international market) 
 Small sound stage 
 Utilising the Tamana location 
 Managing the estate as a film/photographic location 
 Lighting rigs 

4. Music Studio 
 Foley/sound studio 
 Live music recording 
 Analog & Digital music recording 

5. An IT company creating apps 
6. Ad-agency/graphic studio- East-focused 

 Printing 
 3-D printing 

7. Screening Room 
8. Conference Room 
9. Rec Room 
10. Costume and set lab 
11. Fashion lab 
12. Create an East T&T artist hub that facilitates creative interventions in the entire eastern 

region. Interface with the community- Arima/Aripo/etc- Create an East Mag & Video project 
 Film Makers 
 Visual Artists 
 Musicians 
 Fashion 
 New Media 
 Writers 

13. Create an Event management company for the Tamana facility and grounds- Soft All-
inclusives, Creative Corporate Arts-based Retreats etc 

14. Manage transportation around the grounds, low-impact/high speed 
15. House a Project Team responsible for curating and executing key T&T Creative 

Industry international landfall projects- Art Basel T&T, Manhattan Project, Music Expo 
Tours, London Barbican; Venice Biennale, etc 

16. House Project Memory- the national biography project 
17. Create Artist Retreat facilities 
18. Create a Brain-Thrust/Artist-in-Residency Programme with a series of institution-to-

institution relationships 
19. Have a Retail Space in Trincity Mall- a prototype T&T Creative Industry Retail Space and 

which is a space to test products and engagements with the public. Income earning 
20. Have specific off-site satellite spaces in Arima and environs: 

 Artisan studios- Carpentry, glass-blowing, steel-work, etc 
 An adopted Community Centre 



THE MAIN BUILDING AND ONE PORTION OF THE GROUNDS FEATURING RARE PALMS 

  
THE OFFICE, THE MAIN LOBBY, AND ARTFUL STAIRCASES. THERE IS AN ELEVATOR. 

   
THE HALF A FLOOR IN QUESTION. A MASSIVE SPACE. A BLANK SLATE TO COMPOSE IN 

  
THE REST ROOMS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SPACE. THE ETECK OFFICES SHOW HOW 
CONVENTIONAL OFFICES RESOLVE THE SPACE. A CALL CENTRE OCCUPIES ONE FLOOR 

  
 


